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Are Indian universities under deliberate siege? Spending on higher education (as a % of government expenditure) has stagnated at 1.3-1.5% since 2012. Meanwhile, the Ministry of Education continues to...

The multiple crises in Indian universities

Magnetic reversals are likely to be common events in the cosmos, with geological records showing the Earth's field unpredictably reversing a few times every million years.

Massive black hole might have spontaneously 'flipped' its magnetic field

Massive black hole might have spontaneously 'flipped' its magnetic field

The world can no longer deny that the planet is on the verge of an Anthropocene catastrophe. As scientists from different fields and from around the globe are discussing the cause...

Can Rights of Nature Save Us from the Anthropocene Catastrophe? Some Critical Reflections from the Field

Srinagar: Students in Jammu and Kashmir had no idea about foreign study tours just two years ago. However, it has become a reality in "Naya J&K." Manoj Sinha, the Lieutenant Governor of J&K, recently...

Scholarship schemes, foreign study tours become integral part of "Naya J&K"

A new NOAA study published today in the journal Science advances about four decades of tropical...

A new NOAA study published today in the journal Science advances about four decades of tropical...

The world can no longer deny that the planet is on the verge of an Anthropocene catastrophe. As scientists from different fields and from around the globe are discussing the cause...

Can Rights of Nature Save Us from the Anthropocene Catastrophe? Some Critical Reflections from the Field

Apple is discontinuing its portable music player iPod. A look at why it was launched back in 2001, the journey is charted for the company, what led to its downfall, and what next for the company's...

Explained: Why Apple discontinued iPod, and what next for its music ecosystem

Researchers from the School of Biochemical Engineering at the Indian Institute of Technology (Banaras Hindu University), have found success on the research of an easy way to remove harmful copper, ...

BHU Researchers Find Method To Remove Metal From Water

Santosh Meena, Head of Research...

Reliance Industries’ share value surges to a record Rs 2,856.15
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Vanderbilt has awarded a gold medal to the student graduating with first honors from each of the university's 10 schools and colleges. The awards are named after the university's founder, Cornelius...

Vanderbilt honors Class of 2022 Founder's Medalists
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